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How does a nice Italian boy from Queens turn his passion for food and wine into a nationwide

empire? In his intrepid, irreverent, and terrifically entertaining memoir, Restaurant Man, Joe

Bastianich charts his remarkable culinary journey from his parents' neighborhood eatery to

becoming one of the country's most successful restaurateurs, along with his superstar chef partners

- his mother, Lidia Bastianich, and Mario Batali. Joe first learned the ropes of the restaurant

business from his father, Felice Bastianich, the original Restaurant Man, the ultrapragmatic and

sharp-eyed owner of a popular red-sauce joint. But years of cleaning chickens and other kitchen

drudgery convinced Joe that his destiny lay elsewhere. After a year on Wall Street, however, he

realized that his love of food was by now too deeply ingrained, and after buying a one-way ticket to

Italy, he spent over a year working in restaurants and vineyards there, developing his own taste and

learning everything he could about Italian cuisine. Upon his return to New York, he partnered with

his mother to open Becco and soon after joined forces with Mario Batali, an alliance that not only

created a string of critically acclaimed and popular restaurants but redefined Italian food in

America.Restaurant Man is not only a compelling ragÃƒÂ¹-to-riches chronicle but a look behind the

scenes at what it really takes to run a restaurant in New York City, the most demanding, fickle, and

passionate market in America, from dealing with shady vendors, avaricious landlords, and vitriolic

food critics, to day-to-day issues like the cost of linens ("the number-one evil") and bread and butter.

Writing vividly in an authentic New York style that is equal parts rock 'n' roll and hard-ass,

bottom-line business reality, Joe shares lessons learned from a lifetime spent in restaurants

("Anything you give away for free is bad"), while recounting the stories of his own establishments -

including how Del Posto managed to overcome a menu that was initially so ambitious that it could

not be executed, to ultimately become the only four-star Italian restaurant in America. Joe speaks

frankly about friends and foes, but at the heart of the book is the mythical hero Restaurant Man, the

old-school, blue-collar guy who stays true to the real secret of his success - watching costs but

ferociously dedicating himself to exceeding his customers' expectations and delivering the best

dining experience in the world.
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Joe Bastianich is a genius and a pioneer. Don't believe me? Just ask him; he'll tell you how much of

the restaurant experience as we now know it he invented, over the course of 288 poorly written

pages. It's not often you find yourself wishing that a memoirist had used a ghost writer, or a stronger

editor for that matter, but I think either would have improved this vanity project.Perhaps the best way

to read this book would be to start at the end, where Bastianich writes of his children, who he clearly

loves. He worries that they will never discover the ability to find their way in the world without relying

on the family connections he has cultivated in the food industry or the wealth he has built and

speaks of, perhaps excessively. He worries that they might never be able to start from scratch, with

no help from others, as he did. If the reader then starts at the beginning of the book, where

Bastianich details learning from his parents and then exploiting their food and wine industry

connections in order to wander aimlessly in Europe as the indulged son of a successful mother, you

realize the level of delusion of this "self-made" man. There's no doubting he has worked hard to

achieve the success that brought the contract for this book but I'm certain there wouldn't be such a

long list of restaurants to his credit without Lydia Bastianich and Mario Batali out in front, being

much more likable than the Joe Bastianich presented in these pages.The contradictions of being

Joe Bastianich are legion. He seems to hold a disdain for celebrity chefs while his career seems to

exist primarily because of two of them.
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